Health-care, immigration splits emerge
Policy, not ridicule, is the star as 10 candidates try to prove their mettle to the nation
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Insube struggles to get speaking time in debate
By JIM BRUNNER
On the biggest stage of its political career Wednesday night, Gov. Jay Inslee again tried to improve his standing.

More than half of the 10 Democratic primary candidates stepped up with questions on the subject on which he has raised his presidential candidacy: the looming climate-change crisis. When it came his turn, the discussion turned less than seven minutes in the two-hour debate. And even in other topics, from poverty to health care to immigration, Inslee was largely on the outside looking in.
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NEW flaw found in Boeing’s 737 MAX

The troubled jet faces a new safety risk amid two fatal crashes and a government order to make additional changes.

Ramírez’s son and granddaughter were found Monday morning.
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MIAMI — Democratic presidential candidates leveled a stark critique of President Donald Trump’s management of the U.S. economy and immigration system in the first primary debate Wednesday but split in unmistakable far more liberal lines.

On the biggest stage of his political career Wednesday night, Gov. Jay Inslee at times seemed invisible—ordering the company to make additional design changes. The Federal Aviation Administration discovered that Boeing was processing by a flight company on the simulator caused the plane to doves similar to what occurred in the crashes, according to the person who wasn’t authorized to speak about the matter.

Governor Inslee, allowing demonstrations, and the company’s chief executive was addressing the issue as well as a broader software redesign that’s
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